Capturing Fish on Videotape
Knowing when and where to find friendly fish is a key first step. But learning how to behave
around them is equally important.
RESTING S H A R K S

Sharks often lie in small caves and
crevices. If you find one in a confined area,
don't block the shark's escape route for
obvious reasons. And don't grab their tails
-1 once saw a small shark spin around and
bite the forearm of a photographer who had
grabbed its tail.
FREE-SWIMMING SHARKS

BODY LANGUAGE Fish live in a dangerous, predatory world. As a result, they are experts
In reading body language. Fast, jerky movements will cause even the biggest fish to flee.
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he first step in taping fish is to find
a friendly fish. Virgin dive sites in
exotic places stir our imaginations, but you often can't get close
enough to the fish. This leads me to a
Churchism: Tame fish are where divers go,
and divers go where tame fish are.

CLOSE-UPS WITH ' C U D A S

Barracudas residing at popular dive
sites often are accustomed to divers. They
frequently hover beneath the bottoms of
dive boats. You can often swim alongside the
barracuda on a slightly converging course
that slowly lessens the distance between you
and your subject.

Taping swimming sharks reminds me
of aerial combat. Sharks move fast, and you
don't always know where they will go. At
Cocos Island in Costa Rica, hammerheads
follow a basic pattern, but your movements
and bubbles can cause them to swerve
erratically. Stay still and shoot them with
upward camera angles to show sharks
against a blue-water background. Since
auto-focus doesn't always work when it
"sees" the smooth flank of a shark, zone
focusing may be the best option.
SWIMMING MANTAS AND EAGLE RAYS

When the opportunity presents itself,
position yourself ahead of a swimming
manta or eagle ray and let it approach you.
Don't swim toward the ray—it will likely
turn tail and swim away.

FINDING A COOPERATIVE FISH

Many dive operators have regular agendas: a wall dive followed by a shallow reef
where divers can interact with friendly fish.
Dive the reef in the morning, when other
dive boats are at the wall, and you'll have
the total attention of the fish. Still photographers working with angelfish, groupers or
an eel are a good subject because they usually linger in one place and flash their strobe
frequently.
SOME FISH ARE T E R R I T O R I A L

Many fish have relatively small territories. Thus, your first job is to find the fish's
territory. Spotted drums swim in a figureeight pattern in their territory. Clown fish
dart around the tentacles of their anemones.
Once you find a subject in its territory,
patience is important. Go charging in, and
the fish leaves or hides.
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Ikelite Digital 6130 Housing
Ikelite now offers housings to accommodate a wide variety of digital
cameras. Their most recent addition is the compact 6130 housing for
the Olympus 2040, 3000, 3030, 3040 and 4040 digital cameras.
You can see everything going on inside the clear housing, even
the LCD panel on top of the camera. A group of small buttons provides
full access to the multiple menus found on the Olympus digital cameras.
The DS50 Substrobe with the DS Sensor adds full TTL exposure control and,
best of all, it's cordless. - Jack and Sue Drafahl
SUMMARY:
The compact Ikelite housing allows a clear view of all
the camera's menus and functions. MSRP: 6130 housing - $750; DS50 Substrobe with DS Sensor - $500. To
find a local dealer, contact Ikelite by calling 317-9234523 or visit www.ikelite.com.
sportdlver.com

